
Space Weather Research 
at the University of Calgary
The near-Earth space environment is dynamic and at times — treacherous. Space 
“storms” can cause radiation and magnetic fi elds to swirl around the planet in complex 
patterns with beautiful and sometimes dangerous e� ects. Scientists at the University 
of Calgary are building our understanding of extreme space weather and how it a� ects 
technology — and our daily lives.
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Along with the Canadian Space Agency and the National Research Council, the University of Calgary has partnered with NASA, 
the US National Science Foundation, and the European, Japanese and Chinese space agencies to lead in space fi rsts like: 

Having led and contributed to 20 space missions, 
UCalgary has taken a leading position in space 
research and teaching in Canada.
Understanding space weather is critical as the global space industry grows. UCalgary 
has contributed to more than 20 space missions by participating in or leading the 
launch of critical space-borne instrumentation. Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Geospace 
Observatory Canada funding builds on this heritage and will help advance discoveries in: 

•  How GPS is a� ected by space weather, so we can provide warnings and improve 
mitigation techniques.

•  How Earth’s magnetic fi eld reacts during space storms so we can determine the 
impact on us. 

•  How particles get energized during space storms so we can mitigate their e� ects.
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Capturing the fi rst global 
auroral images from space.

There are more than 
1,100 satellites currently 
operating in near-Earth 
space; operators use space 
weather forecasts to monitor 
damaging radiation.

Space weather a� ects 
technologies that depend 
on radio wave propagation; 
including Global Positioning 
Systems (GPS), and 
communications with aircraft, 
for example.

During severe space 
storms, the aurora 
borealis can be seen as 
far south as Texas and 
planes fl ying in the arctic 
are diverted due to risk 
of radiation.

First charge-coupled device 
(CCD) images of the aurora 
from space.

First satellite-borne multipoint 
measurements of electric fi elds 
in the upper atmosphere. There 
is a UCalgary Electric Field 
Instrument on each of the three 
European Space Agency Swarm 
spacecraft.

Canadian CASSIOPE satellite 
carries the ePOP dedicated science 
payload into orbit to study space 
weather. UCalgary is mission 
designer, and the author of three 
of the eight instruments it carries.
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Space weather impacts our everyday lives


